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What do we (really) know about innovation?

A complex phenomenon with recurrent features

1. Dealing with the innovation phenomenon

2. Waves of though regarding innovation

3. What is innovation? (really!)

4. The “linear model” (Bush, 1945)

5. The “chain-linked model” (Kline & Rosenberg, 1986)

6. The “multi-channel” model (Caraça et al., 2009)

Critical insight:

Understand the role of innovation in the context of economic and institutional 
relations as defined in conceptual models on the production of economically 
useful knowledge. 2



 1. 
studying 
innovation...



Looking into innovation

Situate the place of innovation in the context of 

economic and institutional relations as defined in 

conceptual models on the production of 

economically useful knowledge.

4

Arguments partially based on long-standing work:

Caraça, J., B.-Å. Lundvall, S. Mendonça (2009), ‘The changing role of science in the innovation process: From 
Queen to Cinderella?’, Technological Forecasting and Social Change, Vol. 76, No. 6, pp. 861-7.

Castellacci, F., S. Grodal, S. Mendonca, M. Wibe (2005), "Advances and challenges in innovation studies", 
Journal of economic issues, Vol. 39, No. 1, pp. 91-121



Understanding innovation by using concetual frameworks

Linear model

Exemplo:  C. Freeman, C. Pérez e F. Louçã têm argumentado que as economias têm 
progredido através de revoluções industriais sucessivas e vagas de transformação 
organizadas em ‘paradigmas tecno-económicos”.

Not-so-linear model

Exemplo:  Vários mecanismos de selecção determinam que tipo de inovação sobrevivem.  

Even-less-linear model

Exemplo: Decisões de investimento em investigação e inovação, imitação e difusão.

1. The innovation process



Frames of reference

Linear model (1st geration)

eeman, C. Pérez e F. Louçã têm argumentado que as economias têm progredido 
HISTÓRIA DO PENSAMENTO ECONÓMICOatravés de revoluções industriais 
sucessivas e vagas de transformação organizadas em ‘paradigmas”.

Not-so-linear model (2nd geration)

Exemplo:  Vários mecanismos de selecção determinam que tipo de inovação                      
NA ÁREA DOS ESTUDOS SOBREsobrevivem.  

Even-less-linear model (3rd geration)

CIÊNCIA, TECNOLOGIA E INOVAÇÃOplo: Decisões de investimento em investigação e 
inovação, imitação e difusão.

1. The innovation process



Innovation is not what it used to be

 The process of change is changing

innovations the mode of producing innovation

 Fusion of resourses and results

product life cycles are getting shorter and overlapping

 Interconnectivity and complexity

sistemic interdependencies and network complementarities

 An economy that is learning-intensive

from stock to flow of knowledge

 Access to data and distributed creativity

plural innovation is multi-actor and multi-dimensional

 Intellectual property and openness

coexistence of appropriability through exclusion and inclusion 

1. But this “new era” is different

How can a conceptual framework deal with all this?!





What is
behind this
airport
literature ?



 2. 

let us check the 
analytical 
backstage...



Adam Smith

Wealth of Nations

1776

1700s 1940s

2. Waves of (western) thought
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ADAM SMITH

Division of labour is the chief cause of the rise of the productive capacity of 

nations. This is because: 

(i) time savings in the handover between tasks and activities; 

(ii) the possibility to insert tools and machinery to do the work;

(iii) increased dexterity from practice allowing to do the work better. 

That is, a firm will learn even without having na explicit strategy for it: there 

is the potential for produtivity gains as time goes by.

But improvements can also come from the “ingenuity of the makers of the 

machines” and “philosophers or men of speculation”(a new specialisation)

You can listen to this talk: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02xbvgf

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02xbvgf


Adam Smith

Wealth of Nations

1776

1700s 1940s

Charles 

Darwin

The Origin 

of Species  

1859

2. Waves of (western) thought



CHARLES DARWIN

The evolution of species is the outcome of cumulative drift that stems from three 

mechanisms:

(i) variation,

(ii) selection, 

(iii) retention. 

The success of “mutations” is contingent, depends on space-time context. It is always 

relative, it depends on “adaptation” to the conditions of the environment condições 

(geographical place, historical time).

Take note: evolution is not the survival of the strongest (and success of the strongest) but of     the 
fittest (the most adjusted to the ecossystem) … it is the “struggle for existence”



Adam Smith

Wealth of Nations

1776

Marx (e Engels)

Das Kapital

1887

1700s 1940s

Charles 

Darwin

The Origin 

of Species  

1859

2. Waves of (western) thought
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KARL MARX

The essence of capitalism is a tendency towards technological transformation 

leading to more efficient production methods and the replacement of the 

labour factor with capital and machinery. Oh, and yes: 

«The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionising the 
instruments of production, and thereby the relations of production, and with 
them the whole relations of society. (…) Constant revolutionising of 
production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting 
uncertainty and agitation distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all earlier 
ones.»

in Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels (1948), The Manifesto of the Comunist Party

You can also check: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02h7dlv

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02h7dlv


Adam Smith

Wealth of Nations

1776

Marx (e Engels)

Das Kapital

1887

1934

1943

1700s 1940s

Charles 

Darwin

The Origin 

of Species  

1859

Joseph 

Schumpeter

2. Waves of (western) thought



JOSEPH SCHUMPETER

« The essential point to grasp is that in dealing with capitalism we are dealing 

with an evolutionary process.»

«…in capitalist reality as distinguished from its textbook picture, it is not that 

kind of competition which counts but the competition from the                               

new commodity, the new technology, the new source of supply, the new 

type of organization which commands a decisive cost or quality advantage

and which strikes not at the margins of the profits and the outputs of the 

existing firms but at their foundations and their very lives.”

J.A. Schumpeter (1942), Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy

Ver esta ilustração: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNhO5wHib98

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNhO5wHib98


Adam Smith

Wealth of Nations

1776

Marx (e Engels)

Das Kapital

1887

1934

1943

Vannevar Bush

Science: The Endless Frontier

1945

1700s 1940sJ.D. Bernal

The Social Function 

of Science, 1939

Charles 

Darwin

The Origin 

of Species  

1859

Joseph 

Schumpeter

Emergence of science & technology policy

2. Waves of (western) thought

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Vannevar_Bush_portrait.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Vannevar_Bush_portrait.jpg
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http://bit.ly/1z2qfK8 http://bit.ly/1z2qfK8

Research and Innovation for the society and the economy

http://bit.ly/1z2qfK8
http://bit.ly/1z2qfK8


 3. 

innovation…            
what she is not



22http://bit.ly/1omNCWS

Now, … how to apply theory to reality? 

http://bit.ly/1omNCWS
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Endogenising change: 

3. Schumpeter on innovation

(1883-1950) 

Innovations “are not evenly distributed 

in time, but that on the contrary they 

tend to cluster, to come about in 

bunches, simply because first some, and 

then most firms follow in the wake of 

successful innovation.” 

Source: Schumpeter (1939, p. 75).

“stationary capitalism is a contradiction 

in terms.” 

Source: Schumpeter (1951, p. 174) 



What? 

3. Defining innovation

New Combinations
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What? 

Who? 

Novelty? 

Impact? 

Level? 

Type? 

3. Defining innovation

New Combinations



What? (invention, innovation, diffusion)

Schumpeter

Who? (first mover vs fast second)

Novelty? (variable viewpoints)

Impact? (radical vs incremental)

Level? (architectural or modular)

Type? (product, process, organizational, marketing)

3. Defining innovation

New Combinations
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Note: the evolution of a good
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Source: FT, 18 November, 2019, p. 1

Note: the evolution of a service
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Source: FT, 25 July, 2015, p. 1

Note: diffusion is not simply the spread of the same
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Imitiation is not all alike !

Duplicative imitaton

 illegal copy (contrafaction and piracy)

 legal reproduction (licences or pastiches)

Criative adaptation

 Creative adaptation (same template but different style)

 Different quality (better than the original)

 Market translation (extrapolating to another arena)

http://bit.ly/1hq4FT6

http://amzn.to/1cgNwIl

Note: imitation is more common than innovation, but is not easy!

http://bit.ly/1hq4FT6
http://amzn.to/1cgNwIl
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“When reactors at the Fukushima nuclear plant went into meltdown in 2011, 
operators tried to send a fax to alert authorities in the nearby town of Namie.”

Source: Financial Times, 19 Aug 2014, p. 8

Note: old innovation are persistent and do not disapear imediately



 4. 

the linear       
model...



Research Applied research
Technological 

development

Industrial 

applicatons

4. The linear model



Research Applied research
Technological 

development

Industrial 

applicatons

4. The linear model

Public 

financing

Economic impacts

Social benefits



LINEAR MODEL

The key insight is: Science is the seed, the fruits are new and better products

Chicago World’s Fair de 1933 : “Science Finds, Industry Applies”

Intellectual constructs are supposed to drive socio-economic progress

Separation is clear between “theory” and “practice”

Planning dominates the process, the rest is a sequence of events

The “market failure” reasoning is embeded into the model
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Book is here:

http://bit.ly/1s7UYz6

and also here… 
http://1.usa.gov/1p4sdA9

http://bit.ly/1s7UYz6
http://1.usa.gov/1p4sdA9
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 5. 

going beyond this 
model...



Nelson (ed.) 

(1962) The Rate 

and Direction of 

Inventive Activity

Nelson (1959), 

“The simple 

economics of basic 

scientific research”

Landes 

(1969) The 

Unbound 

Prometheus

Rosenberg 

(1963), 

“Technological 

change in the 

machine-tool 

industry”

SPRU’s 

SAPPHO 

Project, 

1970s

1950 1970s

5. Research on innovation



Nelson (ed.) 

(1962) The Rate 

and Direction of 

Inventive Activity

Nelson (1959), 

“The simple 

economics of 

basic scientific 

research”
Landes 

(1969) The 

Unbound 

Prometheus

Rosenberg 

(1963), 

“Technological 

change in the 

machine-tool 

industry”

OECD’s 

Frascati 

Manual 1963

RAND Corporation 

group on Economics 

of R&D

National 

Science 

Foundation 

1950

SPRU 

1964

Schmookler 

(1966) 

Invention 

and 

Economic 

Growth

Jewkes et al 

(1969), The 

Sources of 

Invention

Mansfield (1963)

“Size of firm,

market structure 

and innovation”)

De la Solla 

Price (1963), 

Little 

Science,   

Big Science

SPRU’s 

SAPPHO 

Project, 

1970s

1950s 1970s

(D)ARPA 

1958

5. Research on innovation



Kline and Rosenberg (1986), “An overview of innovation”

5. Chain-linked model



CHAIN-LINKED MODEL

The key insight is: All starts in the market, but what matters is iteration 

Technological innovation has not value in itself, only in the market place

The innovation process combines technological and non-technlogical elements

Innovative products go through plenty of non-trivial mutations in their lifecycle

The process of creating innovations leads to the creation of new science

Innovation is price to pay to keep alive in the market



 6. 

going even more 
beyond...



1980

Dosi (1982)

Pavitt (1984)

Teece (1986)

Fagerberg (1987)

Freeman (1987)

Lundvall (1985)

2000s

Miles et al  
(1995)

Cohen and

Levinthal (1990)

Cowan et

al (2000)

Hicks 

(1995)

6. The research goes on



1980

Dosi, 

Freeman, 

Nelson, 

Silverber 

and Soete

(1988)

(1982)

Fagerberg, Mowery 

and Nelson (2004)

Dosi (1982)

Pavitt (1984)

Teece (1986)

Fagerberg (1987)

Freeman (1987)

Lundvall (1985)

Hughes  (1982)

2000s

David 

(1985)

Arthur (1989)

Lundvall

(1992)

Freeman and 

Louçã (2001)

Freeman (1991)

Miles et al  
(1995)

Cohen and Levinthal (1990)

Henderson and

Clark (1991)

Cowan et

al (2000)

Hicks 

(1995)

6. The research goes on



Source: Fagerberg and Verspagen (2009)

Articles with “innovation” in the 

title among the social sciences

Where is innovation 
studied?

6. The research goes on



Science: National Science Board, Science and Engineering Indicators

US: sources of R&D funding

6. The research goes on



Source: Fagerberg (2004)

Diversity of learning sources

6. The research goes on



Source: Many-Eyes (2009)

A “novel mode” of 
knowledge production

6. The research goes on



 Innovation as continuos and interactive moment

 Economics transformation depends of science but also experimentation

 Experimentation depends on openess

Three forms of openness:
*

- To nature (Science & Technology)

- To governance (Organizing)

- To the market (Marketing)

Re-re-inventing the innovation model

6. Multi-channel model











If innovation is the basis of sustainable competitive advantage, the question is 

how to generate dynamic capabilities that allow us to develop and deliver 

innovative solutions to new and old problems.

How to manage innovation:

 indegenous problem-solving (inventive capacity)

 interfaces (absorptive capacity)

 networking with stakeholder (coordenation capacity)

3rd generation (Caraça et al., 2009)



MULTI-CHANNEL MODEL

The Key insight: Innovation is plural, interactive learning is what matters

Context is always present, it is heterogeneous and rugged

No actor innovates isolated and not in a void but in networks

There are multiple sources of innovation, and multiple kinds of innovation

There is more to innovation than just science & technology

The logic “systems failure” is embedded in the framework



Source: AAA (2008), dados NSF

R&D: Diversifying sources



R&D is not enough

Source: The Economist,     
August 4, 2007



Fonte: AAA (2009), dados NSF

The rise of the “other” innovators



Fonte: Mendonça (2014), 

“Soft innovation”, commercial capabilities, trademark indicator
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Low-tech

Frugal innovation

High-tech

Re-innovation

UK on India US on China

New modes of innovation



So...



Linear model Chain-linked Multi-chanel 

Emphasis 
on action

Emphasis        
on interaction



That is….



1st generation (V. Bush)

R&D push > Technological innovation > Market introduction

2nd generation (Kleine & Rosenberg)

Market needs > Technological innovation > Interative developments

3rd generation (Caraça et al.)

Context > multi-knowledge/multi-actor dynamics > Plural innovation

(i.e. institutional envelope > complexity > range of results-resources)

Summing up



1st generation (V. Bush)

Logic and rationalism

2nd generation (Kleine & Rosenberg)

Iterative and tentative

3rd generation (Caraça et al.)

Emergent and co-evolutive

Summing up (again)



7. Conclusions

 Definitions and distinctions

 Conceptual frameworks

 Inovation is a mix of learning processes

(2003) (2004) (2022)


